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FROM THE BOARD - BY SHEILA WARD 

Welcome back to the new school year at the Suzuki Music School of Westport and Orange and welcome to our 
new annual newsletter! I hope that your children are happily settling into the routine of lessons and group clas-
ses, or eagerly discovering a new instrument.  

The School has an exciting lineup of concerts and master classes that you won’t want to miss, through the Pillow 
Concert series and the Da Capo Visiting Artists. Our monthly eblast keeps you up to date with the month’s 
events, or pick up a brochure on your way in to the school to get the full calendar of events for the year. Our 
concerts and events are for the whole community so feel free to bring a friend. 

We are thrilled to welcome new faculty members this year. In the string department, Dr. Rafael Videira comes 
to us from the University of Oregon and takes on a new position as Director of Events & Marketing, in addition 
to teaching violin and viola. Pablo Issa (a Graduate Professional Diploma student at The Hartt School of Music) is a 
new cello instructor. The piano department has two new teachers joining our roster: Rikako Asanuma and Mila 
Gottesman, both graduates from the Manhattan School of Music with a combined teaching experience of over 
thirty years. 

If you ever have any suggestions, concerns, questions, or just wish to pass along a word of appreciation for your 
teacher, we would love to hear from you.  Please feel free to send me an email or give me a call.  It is your 
school, and we value your input. 

Sheila Ward  
President, Board of Directors      
sheilajward@hotmail.com  
(203) 710-4763 

Our annual appeal will happen in 
January 2014, but we are grateful 

for your donations at any time! 
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As I read through this magazine, the first of our annual newsletters, I am reminded of how tre-
mendously proud I have been to be a part of this school’s work for the last eight years. Firstly, I 
would like to thank Dr. Rafael for his great work producing this publication; contacting alum-
ni, parents and Suzuki teachers for inspiring thoughts. As I read the article by Amanda Watson, 
a recent alumna who came to the school at four and is now studying music therapy at Elizabeth-
town College, I was reminded of the very important work we are doing at the school. 

Last year we were lucky enough to have Dr. David Gerry at the school as part of our Da Capo 
Visiting Artist Program. A Suzuki Teacher Trainer, Dr. Gerry teaches in both the Music Educa-
tion Department and the School of Psychology at McMaster University, Canada. He is one of 
the leading researchers in music cognition and delivered a parent/teacher talk on the findings of 
his latest research. Even as a seasoned teacher, I found a privilege to hear some of the astound-
ing results McMaster is uncovering about the importance of the Suzuki method. As I reviewed 
our video footage of the lecture, it struck me how Dr. Suzuki (combining his keen observation 
of a child’s nature and his sharp understanding about family bonds), was so very right. Music is 
the glue that unites mankind, it helps us appreciate a higher good in others and in ourselves!  

To paraphrase Dr. Suzuki “Beautiful Tone: Beautiful Heart”. 

In our fast-paced society, claiming that music lessons for your child betters the world might 
seem a stretch. But McMaster’s Neuroscience Department has been at the forefront of recent 
research that seems to validate Suzuki’s assertions. As Dr. Gerry showed us in footage from his 
experiments with 6 to 12 month olds, 98% of the children exposed to group music classes ex-
hibited a desire to help an adult in need. In contrast, the children who had not taken classes or 
who had been exposed to music in a passive environment barely registered social aptitude and 
walked away from the adult in need. Perhaps this is not surprising. Since man inhabited caves, 
we have known that music was the socializing force that brought us together. Singing together, 
dancing together and experiencing music together has united us in a common bond of humanity 
for thousands of years. Rhythm and melody strike a visceral chord in every human brain. While 
art and literature are at the heart of most school curriculums, music alone is experiential and 
personal, and sharing music helps us cross the boundary of individual expression and group 
experience.  

Dr. Gerry’s research suggests that a reassessment of the importance of music in the general 
curriculum is long overdue. His most recent unpublished research shows that six months of 
Suzuki Early Childhood programs (compared to six months of passive music lessons in the Baby 
Einstein program) produced significant improvement in brain development, dramatically im-
proving attention span and focus in one to three year olds. The conclusion is not that music 
makes you smarter (music teachers often like to boast that national surveys show music stu-
dents score 20 points higher on SATs), but that music increases your brain’s ability to receive 
and process information. In particular in the Suzuki Method, where memorization and complex 
structural and musical patterns are built directly into the method, Neuroscientists are seeing 

that Dr. Suzuki’s educational philosophy has much to recommend itself to how we approach all Early Childhood Educa-
tion. 

The fact that science is now catching up to Dr. Suzuki, fifteen years after his passing, is a relief to music teachers whose 
deep seated instinct made us feel we were changing the world. But it should also give heart to every parent at the school 
(myself included), that the sometimes taxing work of music lessons is having a much deeper effect on your child than any 
of us had given credit for. It’s not about learning the piece, it’s about finding beauty in the smallest achievement of ex-
cellence!. 

I thank you for sharing that discovery with us!  
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MAKING US PROUD - SUZUKI ALUMNI 

THE G IFT TO HELP OTHERS - BY AMANDA 

WATSON 

I began taking piano lessons at the Suzuki Music School of Westport at the age of 
four, shortly after the school was founded. I continued on as a student of the school 
for fourteen years - until I graduated high school in 2012 at the age of eighteen. I 
saw the school grow and develop exponentially during my time there. I watched it 
transform from the small organization in a church basement to the large, distin-
guished school that it is today, whose students have performed at Carnegie Hall 
and Lincoln Center and have competed in and won many competitions. While I 
was a student at the Suzuki Music School of Westport, I had the opportunity to 
learn from wonderful teachers and musicians, each of whom taught me important 
musical and non-musical lessons that have helped shape me into the person I am 
today. The Suzuki Music School of Westport was such an influential part of the 
majority of my life, and I am sure I would be a much different person without it. 

Currently, I am a sophomore at Elizabethtown College, Pennsylvania. I am major-
ing in music therapy and minoring in psychology.  Music therapy can be defined as 
the use of music to help people reach non-musical goals. Music is such an effective 
therapeutic tool because music is such an important part of who we are as human 
beings. It has the ability to reach people in ways that few other therapeutic medi-
ums can. There is no doubt in my mind that the love of music that was fostered in 
me through my musical education at the Suzuki Music School of Westport is what 
led me to pursuing this profession.  My experience as a Suzuki student has also 
provided me with a solid musical foundation with which I am now excelling in my 
music classes and applied lessons. In fact, the music department awarded me the 
Nevin Fisher Scholarship last semester in recognition of my musical and academic 
achievements while attending Elizabethtown College. 

 In addition to my studies, I am also employed as a student music teacher on cam-
pus. As such, I currently give private piano lessons to five children from the Eliza-
bethtown community.  It is such a different and amazing experience to be on the 
other side - giving rather than receiving lessons. I have been able to draw upon 
techniques that I observed my piano teachers at the Suzuki Music School of West-
port use and apply these techniques to my own teaching. By doing this, I feel as 
though I have seen my students make great progress in playing the piano and in 
understanding the musical concepts behind the actual playing. 

The Suzuki Music School of Westport was a constant presence in my life for four-
teen years. I can barely remember a time before I was a student there. Needless to 
say, I can hardly imagine where I would be in my life if I hadn’t walked into that 
church basement nearly sixteen years ago. I certainly wouldn’t be here at this col-
lege, studying something that I absolutely love so that I can one day use the gift that 
I have to help others. I am so thankful for every opportunity that I have been given as a result of my time as a student at SMSW. 

It was not until 2007 that the school had its first alumni graduating and going off to college. Since then we have had a 
steady stream of graduates; students that came to us as young as four. Now we are proud to have alumni all over the 
country. In addition to these young adults, we have sent a number of students to the country’s top conservatories; Jul-
liard, Manhattan, Berkley. We are proud to have brought music into their lives and see their successes. 

THE SUZUKI MUSIC 

SCHOOL OF WESTPORT 

WAS A CONSTANT PRESENCE 

IN MY LIFE FOR FOURTEEN 

YEARS .  I CAN BARELY 

REMEMBER A TIME BEFORE I 

WAS A STUDENT THERE .  

NEEDLESS TO SAY ,  I CAN 

HARDLY IMAGINE WHERE I 

WOULD BE IN MY LIFE IF I 

HADN ’T WALKED INTO 

THAT CHURCH BASEMENT 

NEARLY SIXTEEN YEARS 

AGO .   
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The discussion of rewards and/or bribes could take an entire book. There are wonderful teachers 
who refuse to use anything resembling a bribe, and there are equally wonderful teachers who think 
outside incentives are necessary to maintain the interest of some students. I believe parents should be 
told that rewards and incentives need to be in keeping with the desired task and should be used spar-
ingly. Promising a child a horse if he learns a Bach Minuet, for example, is not in keeping with the 
task (this actually happened to me several years ago!), but the child might be motivated to learn more 
quickly if he knew he would be featured soloist in a home recital when the piece was polished. An 
excellent book, Mommy, Can We Practice Now, by Marie C. Parkinson has many wonderful ideas and 
games to stimulate home practice, and has been used with success by teachers and parents. 

Little things make a difference: hot cocoa/cold juice; lots of smiles; sharing triumph with a stuffed 
animal, friend or parent; eliminating negative words and thoughts; showing acceptance of  
weaknesses, but expecting hard work; making a positive statement to the teacher each week,  
etc. - all are incentives. Successful practice games and activities are enthusiastically shared whenever 
Suzuki parents and/or teachers congregate. Practice that seems dry, routine or boring can be pepped 
up in countless ways. Some that have been successfully used in our program include: 

  

 1. Let the child decide the time and place for practice for a week. 
 2. Plan a recital for friends, stuffed animals, etc., and make a program on a sheet of  
      paper and decorate it. Practice for a week and let the child decide the pieces that  
     will be played, what favorite cookies or food will be served, etc. Make a spotlight! 
 3. Put a small “gift” in a paper bag that has been securely tied or stapled closed.  
      After a “thank you” during home practice, the child gets the surprise. 
 4. Practice outside on a warm day.  
 5. Make up words to any piece the child is learning. Sing it! Share it with the teacher  
     or ensemble group. Silly words are better for young children. 

 

 6. Purchase a “practice plant” and set it in the practice room. Watch it grow because of all the beautiful music it  
      hears (be sure to buy a very hardy plant!) 
 7. Let the child plan a week’s practice. Parent can set the parameters, such as,  
     “We’ll do six things a day - you decide what six things you will do.” For the young child, six things might include  
     review pieces, some drill on the “work-on” piece, and 10 bow holds. For older students, this does not mean six  
     pieces each day. It means six things like: review, tonalizations, scales, previews, reading, listening, practicing  
     school orchestra music, polishing a particular piece, improvisation (more advanced students can try improvising in  
     a given key), finger drills, bow drills, vibrato exercises, singing new or review pieces, etc. 
 8. Make hot cocoa or cold juice to enjoy together during practice. Dr. Suzuki always had cookies or  
     chocolate for students. 
 9. Keep practicing short and happy for the Pre-Twinkler. Parents who share a happy moment with the student  
      at the end of the short practice are making a big statement to their child. Ending practice with a smile and a hug  
      while the child is willing to do more creates a very different attitude than ending each session with tired, frayed  
      nerves. Smart parents will consistently keep the practice sessions shorter than the child can tolerate.  
      Five years of ending when the child is eager for more is a strong motivational factor. 
 10. Light a birthday candle and have that be the length of the practice session. For older students, have the  
       candle determine the length of tonalizing, scales, review, or whatever. 
 11. Let the student be the parent for a day of practice. This can have mixed blessings because parents will often  
       see their own behavior reflected in that of the child’s. 
 12. Take the student on “tour” - playing something different in each room of the house (the big tone produced  
      while playing in the bathroom is very exciting!), in a different place in the yard, or at different  neighbors’ homes. 
 13. Challenge yourself to spend a whole week practicing without saying one negative thing.  
       Or even without feeling one negative thing? 

Continue in page 9 
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PRACTICE INCENTIVES - BY SUSAN KEMPTER* 
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SPOOKY CONCERT AND CARNIVAL 

The Spooky Concert and Carnival was a great success! Children 
of all ages had fun playing their instruments and the families had a 
wonderful time playing the carnival games afterwards. 

Following the concert with a carnival will become a new tradi-
tion, helping families to interact outside of the school environ-
ment. This event is designed for the community, so please feel 
free to bring your friends next year. 
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PRACTICING TO CREATE A COMMUNITY - BY DR . RAFAEL V IDEIRA  

It is a pleasure for me to join the faculty and families of the Suzuki Music Schools of  
Westport and Orange! I have been enjoying all the warm welcome messages and smiles 
throughout the school. I am really looking forward to the years to come.  

One of the features of the Suzuki Philosophy that I really cherish is the community -building 
aspect and how we can become a big family. After all, music making requires  
communication, attention, care, and fun, just like real life in a family setting. Nurturing bet-
ter people and interpersonal relationships is at the heart of the philosophy, with the  
added bonus of making beautiful music. To highlight this, I want to share with you a brief 
message I received from the mother of a former student years ago. She was struggling with 
the practice routine and we had various conversations on the subject, with some reading  
suggestions. Here is the message I received:  

“I have been making reference to [the book] Helping Parents Practice. I like the way that I can  
easily refer to specific sections for different issues. I am also reading a book that Ed Sprunger  
recommends called How to Talk so Your Child Will Listen and Listen So Your Child Will Talk. I think some of the challenges lie in my  
interpersonal relationship with my daughter, but I am encouraged that this is improving, in part because of Suzuki.”  

This is what the Suzuki Method is about: developing relationship skills with our children and finding quality time together. 
This is only possible when there is communication, understanding, collaboration, and trust within the Suzuki Triangle  
(Child - Parent - Teacher). 

“Quality time?!” you might ask, as you remember all the struggle that happens during the practice sessions. Well... yes!  
Even though practicing does not always go smoothly, it is a time for us to get to know our children better - no phone calls, no 
text messages, no TV, no internet surfing - it is one-on-one time. Make this a daily chance to impress upon our children how 
valuable they are as a human being and that hard work produces results. Practicing together is a great opportunity to learn 
about children’s personality, their learning style, and how we can best help them through life. I am happy to join this new 
community and to help build a stronger sense of family among all of us - children, parents and teachers, one new skill at a 
time. 

G IVING BACK - “KEYS” MUSIC 

PROGRAM BRIDGEPORT 

We are pleased to announce that we will have the pleasure of 
hosting Ms. Felicitas Conrad, a German University student 
from the University of the Arts Berlin (UdK, Germany), dur-
ing her first visit to the United States. Ms. Conrad is a highly 
motivated and ambitious student of cello education and will be 
observing lessons & classes over the next few months, as she 
pursues a pedagogical internship with a full scholarship from 
the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung.   

We are honored that SMSW cello faculty member Elizabeth 
Means has been chosen to serve as her main Mentor. Ms. Con-
rad will also be observing other teachers during her stay, not 
only at SMSW, but also at the School for Strings NYC & the 
Brooklyn Conservatory of Music, among others. Ms. Conrad 
is hoping to gain practical skills and a further knowledge of the 
day-to-day operations of a professional cello teacher and musi-
cian. Ms. Conrad holds degrees in Cello Performance, Rhyth-
mik (Music & Movement) and she is currently pursuing a Mas-
ter of Cello Pedagogy at UdK Berlin under the instruction of 
Prof. Konstantin Heidrich.  

TEACHING INTERN -  

MS . FELICITAS CONRAD 

The school’s board is delighted to announce a new collaboration 
with the KEYS program - “Kids Empowered by Your Sup-
port” (www.keysmusic.org). Founded by former faculty mem-
ber and jazz pianist Rob Silvan, the KEYS program has been 
bringing music to the Bridgeport Public School system since 
2004.  
KEYS teachers bring private music to under-served Bridgeport 
schoolchildren. The Suzuki Music School of Westport & Orange 
will start its collaboration with KEYS this November as Dr. 
Andrew, Miss Sarah and Mr. Pablo will take on the Direction of 
the KEYS Youth Orchestra at the Klein Auditorium Bridgeport. 
The  KEYS partners include the Fairfield Theater Company and 
Music For Youth. 



 14. Make a practice contract. This strategy is best used with older students. 
 15. Make a practice puzzle: cut a sheet of paper, or a picture from a magazine in several large pieces.  
       Write a “practice task” on the back of each piece. Let the child begin putting pieces together by  
        accomplishing various tasks, until the puzzle is complete. 
 16. Bring home a weekly assignment sheet. A “comments” section can be used by the teacher for specific  
       instructions, or by the parent to report how the week went. 
 17. Buy a roll of calculator paper to use for making special signs for the practice area. These should be printed and  
        hung before the child enters the room and can suit any need. As a reminder of a previous assignment:  
       “REMEMBER YOUR POSTURE”. As a way to give a compliment: “FIRST PLACE FOR COOPERATION!”.  
        As a technique builder: “EYES DOWN”. Signs can be hung vertically or horizontally and written upside,  
        backwards, or in Technicolor. 
 18. String macaroni, or Cheerios, or Fruit Loops on yarn for each good practice session, then wear the necklace/  
        bracelet. Or, string one marker for each good review piece, scale, etc., and make the jewelry in one day. 
 19. Give “warm fuzzies” to reward cooperation and smiles. Those can be made be drawing a cute face on  
        make-up sponges. 
 20. Clip a clothespin to the child’s shirt or pants each time he does something well (or whatever the specific practice  
        objective is). See how many clothespins are “hanging on” at the end of the practice. Try to increase clothespins  
        each session, or set an achievable goal for the end of the week. Let the child try to shake them off at the end of 
        practice. Celebrate with homemade popsicles. 
 22. Practice rocks. Find flat, round stones (about 8 to 10) and paint smiling faces, half with eyes open, half with eyes  
       shut. Each review piece should be represented by a rock. The eyes open mean the parent can help and correct  
       during that piece; eye closed means that parent listens and enjoys, but may not say anything. One day, the child  
       chooses which pieces to play each way; the next day, the parent chooses. 

*Excerpt from Between Parent and Teacher: a Plan for Nurturing Suzuki Students at Home, with permission from the author. 

Susan Kempter, is a specialist in interdisciplinary applications to music teaching and learning and a registered Teacher Trainer with the 
Suzuki Association of the Americas. She has published two books: Between Parent and Teacher and How Muscles Learn: Teaching the 
Violin with the Body in Mind. Susan has presented sessions at many national conferences, including The American String Teachers Associa-
tion, the Suzuki Association of the Americas, The Music Teachers National Association, National Conference of Physical Therapist, and the 
Research Symposium at Northern Arizona University. Her violin teachers have included Harold Wolf, Victor Aitay, Sally Peck (violin and 
viola), and Leonard Felberg. She studied pedagogy with John Kendall. Susan’s Suzuki trainers included: Alice Joy Lewis, Doris Preucil, Ted 
Brunson, Carol Smith and Louise Scott. Over many years, she studied the 10 volumes of the Suzuki Violin School, as well as many other works 
with John Kendall, who was her mentor and friend. 

Continued from page 5 
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SHOOT ONE ARROW AT A T IME—BY EDMUND SPRUNGER*  

When I was studying violin with Shin'ichi Suzuki at the Talent Education Institute in  
Matsumoto, Japan, I often observed Haruko Kataoka’s piano teaching. What I particularly 
enjoyed about her lessons was that she would chat with everyone in the room, listen to a 
student play, chat some more, have the student do some things on the piano, give the  
student feedback...and then chat some more. It all seemed incredibly relaxed, and yet she 
had phenomenal students. In retrospect, I think that she was using all of the chatting and 
listening time to decide what to work on in a student’s playing and how, specifically, to do 
that. She was like an archer with only one arrow to shoot. She aimed carefully. 

As I have watched parents practice over the years, I notice that one of the primary ways 
they create nasty practices for themselves and their children is by attempting to shoot  
several arrows at once. “Johnny, good job getting the bow straight. Play it again and make 
sure that you also keep the speed even and remember to keep your pinkie round and to let 
the bow float off the string when the piece is over. And don’t be so timid!” 

Overload. Just as a bow can only hold one arrow at a time, you’ll find that practices will 
be most productive if you remember that your child can only hold one thing to work at 
any time. 

If you notice yourself wanting to give your child more than one thing to pay attention to, 
stop. Do some prioritizing. If you could choose only one of those things, what would it be? 
Ask your child to focus only on that one thing. This is not letting a child off easy. It’s ask-
ing the child to do appropriate work. 

Keep in mind that kids really do want to do a good job. When we give children too much 
to do we unknowingly sabotage them. We need to do the opposite. We need to chop 
things into small enough pieces so we create what the violin teacher John Kendall calls the 
“Can’t fail” environment. Sometimes it takes a while to decide what specific thing you 
should address, and even when you have made a decision, it sometimes takes a while to 
determine how to approach it most effectively. You'll be best off if you take your time ar-
riving at a decision, and approach it in a way that you are pretty sure will hit the mark. 
Even the world’s best archers aim very carefully with just one arrow - and they miss now and then. 

Create a positive environment by talking about what’s working and asking to see it again. When you find something that 
needs to change, remember that shooting more than one arrow at a time will do a lot more than overwhelm and irritate 
your child: it will tend to make you to feel like an incompetent archer. Your child will likely be feeling he can’t do any-
thing right and you’ll be well on your way to feeling like a failure as a practicing parent. On top of all this, there’s a 
strong possibility that your child’s reaction to this emotional environment will appear to be resistance. It’s not. If it 
looks like fighting and resistance, you’ll be tempted to respond by retaliating. You’re best off just starting in a different 
way. Choose one arrow at a time, and make sure the target’s fairly close. 

*Excerpt from Helping Parents Practice: Ideas to Make it Easier, with permission from the author. 

A former student of Dr. Shin'ichi Suzuki, Edmund Sprunger has taught violin for more than 25 years, including over 300 work-
shops and master classes throughout North and South America, and is a Registered Teacher Trainer with the Suzuki Association of the 
Americas. He has presented sessions at numerous state, national, and international conferences. Mr. Sprunger holds a BA in music from 
Goshen College, where he studied violin with Lon Sherer, and piano and piano pedagogy with Marvin Blickenstaff. Also trained as a 
psychotherapist, he holds a Masters in Social Work from the University of Michigan and has done post-degree training with the Michi-
gan and St. Louis psychoanalytic institutes. Additional violin studies have been with Chihiro Kudo, Reinaldo Couto (Alexander Tech-
nique/Violin), and Kent Perry. He has served on the Board of Directors of the Suzuki Association of the Americas and as Chair of the 
American String Teachers Association's [ASTA] Committee on Studio Instruction. In 2004 he received an ASTA Citation for Leadership 
and Merit. He currently serves as Director of the Child Development Program at the St. Louis Psychoanalytic Institute.  
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BECAUSE SMSW&O OPERATES OUT OF SCHOOL HOURS 

WE DO NOT FOLLOW THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS ’  SNOW 

CLOSURE PROCEDURES .  LOOK OUT FOR SNOW CLOSURE 

NOTICES ON OUR WEBSITE  

WWW .SUZUKISCHOOLS .ORG  

OR LISTEN TO OUR VOICEMAIL MESSAGE AT 

203.227.9474 

December 

Sun 8, 3pm - SMSW Pillow Concert 
A program of Spanish Music  
Juan Pablo Horcasitas, piano & Daniel Corr, guitar 

Fri 13 & Sat 14 - Da Capo Visiting Artist Series 
Westport Violin & Viola Weekend  
with Teri Einfeldt & Donna Ngai 

Sun 15, 12pm - Orange Holiday Concert 

Sun 15, 3pm - Westport Chamber Music Recital 

Sat 21, 3pm - Westport Graduation Day  

Sun 22 to Jan 2 - Orange Winter Holidays 

Sun 22 to Jan 5 - Westport Winter Holidays 

January 

Sat 18 - Da Capo Visiting Artist Series 
Guitar Day with Ben Verdery  

Sat 18, 3pm - SMSW Pillow Concert 
Music for flute & guitar  
Rie Schmidt, flute & Ben Verdery, guitar 

Mon 20 - Last day of Westport Fall Classes 

Sat 25 - Last day of Orange Fall Classes 

Sat 25, 12pm - Westport Parent Education - Session I 

Mon 27, 6pm - Da Capo Visiting Artist Series                                                            
Violin master class with Frtiz Gearhart 

 

february 

Sat 1, 12pm - Westport Parent Education - Session II 

Sat 1, 12:30pm - Westport Performance Hour 

Sun 2, 3pm - SMSW Pillow Concert 
Baroque classics from the Suzuki Violin Books 
Nina Crothers, violin & Kumiko Imamura, harpsichord 

Sat 8, 12pm - Westport Parent Education - Session III 

Sat 15, 3pm - Westport Graduation Day 

Sun 16 to 23 - Winter Break—Both Schools Closed 

 

 

For more dates, please refer to the Calendar of Events 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

You can check our events online (www.suzukischools.org) and plan ahead. Also, be sure you have a copy of the 
Calendar of Events. We are presenting a great number of recitals and master classes you don’t want to miss!  

Also, be sure to like us on Facebook. 

 

$15 Adults               
$10 Children   
$35 Family 

Pillow Concerts 
Short concerts   
for all the family  
(bring a pillow) 

Like us on Facebook! 

www.facebook.com/suzukischools 



 

 

....DISCOVERING JOY THROUGH MUSIC  

O N  T H E  W E B  A T   

W W W . S U Z U K I SC H O O L S . O RG  

2 0 3 . 2 2 7 . 9 4 7 4  

SUZUKI MUSIC SCHOOL OF WESTPORT & ORANGE 

212 Post Road West Westport, CT 06880 & 480 Racebrook Rd Orange, CT  06477  


